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Abstract — A TELEMAC-2D hydrodynamic model has been 

applied to simulate high-resolution spatial distribution of 

currents in a proposed tidal stream demonstration zone. 

Complementary field observations provide both validation and 

vertical water column profile information at four sites across 

the region. We use the datasets to assess the theoretical power 

extractable from a generic tidal energy converter for 

deployments over the period of observation and compare these 

values to a typical average simulated month assessed over a 

29.5 day lunar cycle. The results suggest that careful 

consideration should be given to micro-siting of devices within 

the zone as potential annual energy yield may increase by up to 

180% between sites based on depth-averaged velocities of the 

undisturbed resource. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Strong tidal currents offer an apparent renewable and 
predictable resource from which we may extract energy to 
convert to electricity. However, the yield of a particular tidal 
energy converter (TEC) must be calculated relative to the 
overall energy cost, which includes deployment, maintenance 
and decommissioning. The yield will depend primarily on the 
resource available and the ability of a given device to convert 
that resource into electrical energy based on its 
characteristics [1]. Initial site assessments might focus on 
peak current flows, however attention should be given to the 
overall nature of the hydrodynamic resource as well as other 
practical constraints such as water depth, bathymetry, 
morphology and proximity to ports and grid infrastructure 
[2]. 

The Crown Estate (TCE), as manager of the UK seabed, 
announced plans in October 2013 to lease wave and tidal 
demonstration sites around the UK to encourage marine 
renewable technology developers to accelerate their efforts in 
UK waters. The West Anglesey Demonstration Zone 
(WADZ) in North Wales has been outlined for tidal stream 
energy development. TCE set out indicative guidelines in 
2013 [3] for the principal requirements of demonstration 
zones - the criteria include having an appropriate energy 
resource, proximity to infrastructure, and the demand for 
opportunities to grow the marine sector. TCE constrained the 

resource criteria to include a mean spring peak velocity 
(Vmsp) > 1.5 m s

-1
, and a minimum water depth of 5 m (LAT). 

For a tidal energy site to be considered desirable for 
commercial scale extraction, a number of key hydrodynamic 
criteria should be assessed, not least of these is the strength 
of the currents. However consideration should also be given 
to the direction of flow, as sites with rectilinear currents are 
generally more desirable for TEC devices, especially those 
without yaw capability. In this paper we use a TELEMAC-
2D model to assess the WADZ region and consider the siting 
of a generic tidal stream energy converter at four sites where 
current measurements have been observed by seabed moored 
acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP). Most 
importantly, through this work we have significally improved 
the overall characterisation of the tidal energy resource for 
this region. Further, our assessment shows considerable 
spatial and temporal variability within the WADZ, 
suggesting that array leasing and device micro-siting requires 
careful consideration. 

II. CASE STUDY 

A.  West Anglesey Demonstration Zone 

The region to the west of Holy Island, Anglesey, UK 
(Fig. 1) has been selected for the TCE tidal stream 
demonstration zone project, due to strong currents 
experienced around this section of coast, over a relatively 
uniform water depth to seabed. The strong currents are 
created, for the most part, by a semi-diurnal Kelvin wave that 
propagates through the Irish Sea, generating large tidal 
ranges along the Welsh coast and strong tidal flows through 
restricted channels and around headlands and islands such as 
Anglesey. The WADZ can essentially be described as a 
headland with ‘fixed’ head differences in accordance with [4] 
The zone sea space covers an area of approximately 38 km

2
, 

with a mean water depth of 38.4 m and Vmsp is estimated by 
TCE to be 1.7 m s

-1
. There is the potential for up to 100 MW 

of grid connected generating capacity [5]. Other sources 
estimate peak spring tide currents (Vpk) in excess of 2.5 m s

-1
 

across large areas of the region [6] [7] [8]. Many of these 
studies are based on coarse resolution shelf scale models, or 
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